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In this paper, the periodic and the Dirichlet problems for the Schrödinger opera-
tor −(d2/dx2)+V are studied for singular, complex-valued potentials V in the
Sobolev space H−aper[0, 1] (0 [ a < 1). The following results are shown:
(1) The periodic spectrum consists of a sequence (lk)k \ 0 of complex eigen-
values satisfying the asymptotics (for any e > 0)
l2n−1, l2n=n2p2+Vˆ(0)±`Vˆ(−2n) Vˆ(2n)+O(n 3a/2 − 1/2+e),
where Vˆ(k) denote the Fourier coefficients of V.
(2) The Dirichlet spectrum consists of a sequence (mn)n \ 1 of complex eigen-
values satisfying the asymptotics (for any e > 0)
mn=n2p2+Vˆ(0)−
Vˆ(−2n)+Vˆ(2n)
2
+O(n2a−1+e).
© 2001 Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION
Consider the Schrödinger equation on the interval [0, 1],
−y'+Vy=ly,
where l ¥ C and V is a complex valued, periodic potential of period 1 in
the Sobolev space H−aper —H−aper[−1, 1] with 0 [ a [ 1,
H−aper :=3f= C
k ¥ Z
fˆ(k) e ikpx | ||f||H−aper <.4,
where, with OkP :=1+|k|,
||f||H−aper :=
1 C
k ¥ Z
OkP−2a |fˆ(k)|221/2.
Similarly as for potentials V in L2C[0, 1], it turns out that the spectrum
specper(L) of the operator L :=−d2/dx2+V when considered on the
interval [−1, 1] and with periodic boundary conditions is discrete and
consists of a sequence of eigenvalues lk=lk(V) (k \ 0) with the property
that Re lk Q+. for kQ .. Here, the eigenvalues lk are enumerated with
their algebraic multiplicities and ordered so that
Re lk < Re lk+1 or Re lk=Re lk+1 and Im lk [ Im lk+1.
Introduce, for n \ 1,
yn :=
l2n+l2n−1
2
; cn :=l2n−l2n−1
and denote by h s — h s(N; C) the weighted a2-sequence spaces (s ¥ R)
h s :={x=(xn)n \ 1 | ||x||s <.},
where
||x||s :=1 C
n \ 1
OnP2s |xn |221/2.
Theorem 0.1. Let 0 [ a < 1. Then, for any e > 0, uniformly for bounded
sets of potentials V of period 1 in H−aper, the following asymptotic estimates
hold:
(i) (yn−n2p2−Vˆ(0))n \ 1 ¥ h1−2a− e
(ii)
(min
±
|cn±2`Vˆ(−2n) Vˆ(2n)|)n \ 1 ¥ 3h 1/2 −a (0 [ a < 12 );
h1−2a− e ( 12 [ a < 1).
Remark. An improved version of estimate (ii) is given in Section 2.
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As a consequence of Theorem 0.1, one obtains
Corollary 0.2. Let 0 [ b < a < 1. Assume that the potential V of
period 1 in H−aper is real valued (i.e. Vˆ(−k)=Vˆ(k) -k ¥ Z). Then V ¥H−bper iff
(cn)n \ 1 ¥ h−b.
In the second part of the paper we consider the operator L on the inter-
val [0, 1] with Dirichlet boundary conditions. We prove that the Dirichlet
spectrum specDir(L) of L is discrete and consists of a sequence of eigen-
values mn=mn(V) (n \ 1) with the property Re mn Q . for nQ ., where
the eigenvalues mn are enumerated with their algebraic multiplicities and
ordered so that
Re mn < Re mn+1 or Re mn=Re mn+1 and Im mn [ Im mn+1.
Theorem 0.3. Let 0 [ a < 1. Then for any e > 0, uniformly for bounded
sets of potentials V of period 1 in H−aper, the following asymptotic estimate
holds:
1mn−n2p2−Vˆ(0)+ Vˆ(−2n)+Vˆ(2n)2 2n \ 1 ¥ h1−2a− e.
For various applications in physics, Schrödinger operators with singular
potentials have been investigated. In this respect, let us mention the work
of Coleman–McLaughlin [CM1], [CM2], where the Dirichlet spectrum of
Sturm–Liouville equations in impedance form, −u'−2quŒ=lu, has been
studied, with q=pŒ/p in L2[0, 1] and p > 0. They show that the Dirichlet
spectrum consists of a real sequence (mn)n \ 1 of the form mn=(np+rn)2
with (rn)n \ 1 ¥ l2(N) and locally bounded with respect to q. By the trans-
formation y :=pu, the above equation becomes the Schrödinger equation
−y'+Vy=ly with the potential V ¥H−1 of the special form V=qŒ+q2.
For such a potential, the Dirichlet spectrum (mn)n \ 1 thus satisfies the
asymptotics mn=n2p2+h−1(n).
In view of this result, we conjecture that for the limiting case a=1,
excluded in Theorem 0.1 and Theorem 0.3, local versions for the estimates
of (cn)n \ 1 and (mn−n2p2)n \ 1 hold. More precisely, we conjecture that
(cn)n \ 1 and (mn−n2p2−Vˆ(0))n \ 1 are in h−1 and locally bounded with
respect to V ¥H−1per. As a first step it is shown in [Moe] that cn=O(n) and
mn−n2p2=O(n) locally uniformly with respect to V ¥H−1per.
More recently, there has been a renewed interest in studying the
Schrödinger equation with potentials in negative Sobolev spaces in con-
nection with the solution of the initial value problem for the Camassa–Holm
equation [CH], [FF] via the inverse method.
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It is well known that the decay of the gap lengths cn (n \ 1) depends on
the smoothness properties of V. In [Ma] it is proved that, for V in the
Sobolev space HNper (cf. definition below), one has (cn)n \ 1 ¥ hN (N \ 0). The
interest in this type of results stems from the connection of Schrödinger
operators with the Korteweg-deVries equation (KdV). Using asymptotic
estimates for the sequence of gap lengths (cn)n \ 1, Birkhoff coordinates for
KdV have been constructed on the phase spaces HNper (cf. [KaMa], [KP1])
and asymptotic estimates have been proved which show that the Birkhoff
map can be viewed as a nonlinear perturbation of the Fourier transform.
Restricting the Birkhoff map to various spaces of regular potentials
[KaMi], [KP2] leads to interesting KAM theorems for KdV (cf. [KP1]).
The need to investigate Schrödinger operators for singular potentials
stems from the fact that H−1/2per is, in the terminology of Kuksin [Ku]
(cf. also [Bo2]), the symplectic Hilbert space of KdV. In such a space,
typically, interesting nonsequeezing phenomena for solutions can be
established. We conjecture that the Birkhoff map can be extended to nega-
tive Sobolev spaces H−aper (0 [ a < 1) (cf. [Moe]). It then follows by the
inverse method (cf. [BKM]) that KdV is well posed on those spaces H−aper
for which the KdV-frequencies can be defined by extension (cf. also [Bo1],
[Bo3], [KPV]).
As to our method of proof for Theorem 0.1, notice that, at least for
a \ 12 , no Floquet theory for the operator L is readily available due to the
fact that the fundamental solutions are no longer of class C1. Instead, we
view the operator L=−d2/dx2+V as a perturbation of the free
Schrödinger operator −d2/dx2 and use the so called resolvent method. In
this framework it turns out to be convenient to view the operator L via
Fourier series as an operator acting on sequence spaces.
Towards Theorem 0.3, we establish first that multiplication by a periodic
potential V is a well defined operator on a subspace D of the Sobolev space
H2−a[0, 1] defined by Dirichlet boundary conditions. We then argue
similarly as in the case of periodic boundary conditions to obtain the
claimed localization of the Dirichlet spectrum of L; to express the operator
L with Dirichlet boundary conditions in sequence spaces, we use a series
expansion of the elements in D, this time taking the Dirichlet eigenfunc-
tions sin(kpx) (k \ 1) of the free Schrödinger operator −d2/dx2 as a
basis.
The notation used is standard. Given a Banach space E, we denote by
L(E) the Banach space of all bounded linear operators on E. For s ¥ R,
the space H sper —H sper[−1, 1] denotes the Sobolev space
H sper :=3f= C
k ¥ Z
fˆ(k) e ikpx | ||f||H sper <.4
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where, with OkP :=1+|k|,
||f||H sper :=
1 C
k ¥ Z
OkP2s |fˆ(k)|221/2.
The Fourier coefficients fˆ(k) are defined by
fˆ(k) :=Of, e ipkxP,
where O · , ·P denotes the sequilinear pairing between H sper and H
−s
per
extending the L2-inner product (g, h ¥ L2[−1, 1])
Og, hP := 12 F
1
−1
g(x) h(x) dx.
The following weighted a2-spaces will be used: For any K ı Z, n ¥ Z,
and s ¥ R, denote by h s, n — h s, n(K; C) the Hilbert space of sequences
(a( j))j ¥K ı C with inner product Oa, bPs, n :=;j ¥KO j+nP2s a( j) b( j). The
norm of a :=(a( j))j ¥K in h s, n is denoted by ||a||hs, n. For n=0, we simply
write h s instead of h s, 0. To shorten notation, it is convenient to denote by
h s(n) the nth element of a sequence (a(k))k ¥K in h s. Further we denote by
h s0 — h s0(Z; C) the subspace of h s(Z; C) defined by
h s0 :={(a( j))j ¥ Z | a(0)=0}.
Notice that adding a constant to a potential V results, independent of the
boundary conditions, in a shift of the spectrum of −d2/dx2+V by the
same constant. Throughout the remainder of the paper we therefore
assume, without loss of any generality, that
Vˆ(0)=0. (0.1)
1. PERIODIC SPECTRUM OF −d2/dx2+V
For V ¥H−aper (0 [ a [ 1), denote by L the Schrödinger operator
−d2/dx2+V on H−aper with domain H
2−a
per . It is convenient to work with the
Fourier transform Lˆ of L. It is of the form Lˆ=D+B, where D and B are
infinite matrices,
D(k, j) :=k2p2 dkj, B(k, j) :=v(k−j),
with v(k) :=Vˆ(k) being a sequence in h−a0 — h−a0 (Z; C) by assumption (0.1).
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By the convolution lemma (cf. Appendix), Ba=v f a is well defined for
a ¥ h2−a and hence D+B is an operator on h−a with domain h2−a. We want
to compare the spectrum spec(D+B) of the operator D+B with the
spectrum of D, spec(D)={k2p2 | k ¥ Z \ 0}. For this purpose write, for
l ¥ C0 spec(D),
l−D−B=D1/2l (Il−Sl) D
1/2
l ,
where Dl, Il, and Sl are the following infinite matrices (k, j ¥ Z)
Dl(k, j) :=|l−k2p2| dkj; Il(k, j) :=
l−k2p2
|l−k2p2|
dkj;
Sl(k, j) :=
v(k−j)
|l−k2p2|1/2 |l−j2p2|1/2
.
Notice that Dl and Il are diagonal matrices independent of v. Both Il and
Sl can be viewed as linear operators on h0. Clearly, any l ¥ C0 spec(D)
with ||Sl ||L(h0) < 1 is in the resolvent set Resol(v) of D+B, and for such a l,
(l−D−B)−1=D−1/2l (Il−Sl)
−1 D−1/2l , (1.1)
where the right side of (1.1) is viewed as a composition
h−a Q h0 Q h0 Q h1(+ h−a).
For a suitable choice of the parameters, the following regions of C will
turn out to be in Resol(v): Given M> 0, denote by ExtM the exterior
domain of a cone,
ExtM :={l ¥ C | Re l [ |Im l|−M},
and, for n \ 1 and 0 < r < np2, by Vertn(r) a vertical strip with a disk
around n2p2 of radius r removed,
Vertn(r) :={l=n2p2+z ¥ C | |Re z| [ np2; |z| \ r}.
In a straightforward way one shows
Lemma 1.1. Let 0 [ a [ 1, M \ 1, and v ¥ h−a0 . Then, for any l ¥ ExtM,
||Sl ||L(h0) [ 14 ||v||h −a
1
M(1−a)/2
.
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Proof. We estimate the L(h0)-norm of Sl by its Hilbert–Schmidt norm.
Using Ok−jP2a [ 4(OkP2a+O jP2a) (k, j ¥ Z) together with the trigonome-
tric estimate |l−k2p2| \ (M+k2p2) sin(p4) (k ¥ Z, l ¥ ExtM), one concludes
||Sl ||L(h0) [ 1C
k, j
|v(k−j)|2
|l−k2p2| |l−k2p2|
21/2
[ 4`2 1 sup
a
OaP2a
M+a2p2
21/2 1 C
m
1
M+m2p2
21/2 ||v||h −a. L
For l ¥ Vertn(r), the following estimate for ||Sl ||L(h0) can be obtained:
Lemma 1.2. Let 0 [ a [ 1, n \ 8, 0 < r < np2, and v ¥ h−a0 . Then, for any
l ¥ Vertn(r),
||Sl ||L(h0) [
1
r
(|v(2n)|+|v(−2n)|)+15 1 na− 1/2
`r
+
log n
n1−a
2 ||v||h −a.
Remark. In the proof of Proposition 3.5 we will use the specific form of
the right side of the latter estimate.
To prove Lemma 1.2, one uses that (l ¥ Vertn(r), n \ 2, k ] ±n)
1
|l−k2p2|
[
3
p2
1
|k2−n2|
(1.2)
together with the following elementary estimates
Lemma 1.3. Let 0 [ a [ 1 and n \ 1. Then
(a) supk ] ±n OkPa/|k2−n2|1/2 [ 4na−1/2;
(b) supk ] ±n Ok±nPa/|k2−n2|1/2 [ 5na−1/2;
(c) ;k ] ±n 1/|k2−n2| [ 5 1+log(n)n .
Lemma 1.2 together with
|v(−2n)|+|v(2n)| [ 3`2 ||v||h −a na
leads to
||Sl ||L(h0) [
3`2 na ||v||h −a
r
+15 1 na− 1/2
`r
+
log n
n1−a
2 ||v||h −a.
Combining this with Lemma 1.1 one obtains
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Proposition 1.4. Let 0 [ a < 1, R > 0, and rn :=5Rna (n \ 1). Then
there exist M \ 1 and n0 \ 8 with 0 < rn < np2 -n \ n0 so that, for any
v ¥ h−a0 with ||v||h −a [ R,
||Sl ||L(h0) < 1 for l ¥ ExtM 2 0
n \ n0
Vertn(rn).
In particular,
ExtM 2 0
n \ n0
Vertn(rn) ı Resol(v).
In view of the formula (1.1) and the fact that the inclusion h1 + h−a is
compact, the operator D+B has a compact resolvent. Hence spec(D+B)
consists of an (at most) countable set of eigenvalues of finite multiplicity
(cf. [K]), contained in the complement of ExtM 2 1n \ n0 Vertn(rn), where
M, n0, rn and v are given as in Proposition 1.4. To localize these eigenvalues
notice that, for any 0 [ s [ 1,
ExtM 2 0
n \ n0
Vertn(rn) ı Resol(sv).
Hence, for any contour C ı ExtM 2 1n \ n0 Vertn(rn) and any 0 [ s [ 1, the
Riesz projector
P(s) :=
1
2pi
F
C
(l−D−sB)−1 dl ¥L(h−a)
is well defined and the dimension of its range is independent of s. Therefore
the number of eigenvalues of D+B and D inside C (counted with their
algebraic multiplicities) are the same.
Further, if the sequence v ¥ h−a0 satisfies the condition v(−k)=v(k)
-k ¥ Z, the eigenvalues of the operator D+B are real. This is shown in a
standard fashion by taking the h0-inner product of the eigenvalue equation
with the corresponding eigenvector. Summarizing the results above, we
obtain the following
Proposition 1.5. Let 0 [ a < 1 and R > 0. Then there exist M \ 1 and
n0 ¥N so that, for any v ¥ h−a0 with ||v||h −a [ R, spec(D+B) consists of
precisely 2n0−1 eigenvalues inside the bounded cone
{l ¥ C | |Im l| −M [ Re l [ (n20−n0) p2},
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and a sequence of pairs of eigenvalues l+n , l
−
n (n \ n0) inside a disc around
n2p2,
|l ±n −n
2p2| < 5 Rna.
If, in addition, v satisfies v(−k)=v(k) -k ¥ Z, then all eigenvalues are real.
List the eigenvalues l0, l1, l2, ... of D+B (counted with their algebraic
multiplicities) in such a way that
Re lj < Re lj+1 or Re lj=Re lj+1 and Im lj [ Im lj+1.
Then, by Proposition 1.5, for n large, {l2n−1, l2n}={l
+
n , l
−
n } satisfy
l ±n =n
2p2+O(na).
In the following section we improve on these asymptotics. For this
purpose we will consider vertical strips Vertn(n) with a circle of radius r=n
around n2p2 removed, and the following estimate for the operators Sl will
be useful:
Lemma 1.6. Let 0 [ a < 1 and e > 0. Then there exists C=C(a, e) such
that, for any v ¥ h−a0 ,
>1 sup
l ¥ Vertn(n)
||Sl ||L(h0) 2
n \ 1
>
h1−a− e
[ C ||v||h −a.
Proof. For any given n \ 1, split the operator Sl, Sl=;6j=1 1A(j)n Sl,
where 1A: Z×ZQ R denotes the characteristic function of a set A ı Z×Z
and A ( j) — A ( j)n is the following decomposition of Z×Z
A (1) :={(k, j) | k, j ¥ {±n}}; A (2) :={(k, j) | k, j ¥ Z0{±n}};
A (3) :={(k, j) | k=n; j ] ±n}; A (4) :={(k, j) | k=−n; j ] ±n};
A (5) :={(k, j) | k ] ±n; j=n}; A(6) :={(k, j) | k ] ±n; j=−n}.
Then
sup
l ¥ Vertn(n)
||Sl ||L(h0) [ C
6
j=1
sup
l ¥ Vertn(n)
||1A(j)n Sl ||L(h0)
and each term in the latter sum is treated separately.
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As v(0)=0, we have, for any l ¥ Vertn(n),
||1A(1)n Sl ||L(h0) [ 1 C
(k, j)=±(n, −n)
|v(k−j)|2
|l−k2p2| |l−j2p2|
21/2
[
1
n
(|v(2n)|2+|v(−2n)|2)1/2.
The operators 1A(j)n Sl for 3 [ j [ 6 are estimated alike. Let us consider e.g.
the case j=3. For non-negative sequences a, b, c ¥ h0 with a(n)=0 -n [ 0,
we have
C
n
a(n)OnP1−a sup
l ¥ Vertn(n)
: C
k
(1A(3)n Slb)(k) · c(k)
:
[ C
n \ 1
C
k=n
j ] ±n
a(n)OnP1−a sup
l ¥ Vertn(n)
|v(k−j)|
|l−k2p2|1/2 |l−j2p2|1/2
b( j) c(k)
[
`3
p
1 sup
n \ 1
j ] ±n
OnP1−a On−jPa
n1/2 | j2−n2|1/2
2 C
n \ 1
j ] ±n
|v(n−j)|
On−jPa
a(n) b( j) c(n),
where for the last inequality we use (1.2).
By the Cauchy–Schwartz inequality and the following estimate obtained
from Lemma 1.3(b)
sup
n \ 1
j ] ±n
OnP1−a On−jPa
n1/2 | j2−n2|1/2
[ 21−a · 5
one gets
C
n
a(n)OnP1−a sup
l ¥ Vertn(n)
: C
k
(1A(3)n Slb)(k) · c(k)
:
[
`3
p
10 ||v||h −a ||a||h0 ||b||h0 ||c||h0.
It remains to estimate ||1A(2)n Sl ||L(h0). For a, b, c in h
0 as above, and any e > 0
(w.l.o.g we assume 1−a− e \ 0), one obtains in the same fashion as above
C
n
a(n)OnP1−a− e sup
l ¥ Vertn(n)
: C
k
(1A(2)n Slb)(k) · c(k)
:
[
3
p2
C
n \ 1
k, j ] ±n
R(n, k, j)
|v(k−j)|
Ok−jPa
a(n) b( j) c(k),
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where
R(n, k, j) :=
OnP1−a− e Ok−jPa
|k2−n2|1/2 | j2−n2|1/2
.
The latter sum is estimated using Cauchy–Schwartz. To estimate R(n, k, j),
we split up A (2)n ={(k, j) ¥ Z2 | k, j ] ±n}. First notice that, as R(n, k, j) is
symmetric in k and j, it suffices to consider the case | j| [ |k|. Then, using
Ok−jPa [ 2aOkPa and OnP1−a− e [ 21−a− en1−a− e,
R(n, k, j) [ 2
n1−a− eOkPa
|k2−n2|1/2 | j2−n2|1/2
.
For the subsets A (± , ±)n 5 {| j| [ |k| [ 2n} of A (2)n ,
A (± , ±)n :={(k, j) ¥ A (2)n | ±k \ 0; ±j \ 0},
we argue similarly. Consider e.g. A (−,+)n . Then |k|+n=|k−n| and
| j|+n=| j+n|, hence
n1−a− eOkPa [ n1−a− E(1+2n)a [ 3an1− e
[ 3a |k−n|1/2− e/2 | j+n|1/2− e/2
[ 3a |k−n|1/2 |k+n|−e/2 | j+n|1/2 | j−n|−e/2
which leads to
R(n, k, j) [ 6 |k+n|−(1+e)/2 | j−n|−(1+e)/2.
By the Cauchy–Schwartz inequality one then gets
C
n \ 1
k, j ] ±n
|k+n|−(1+e)/2 | j−n|−(1+e)/2
|v(k−j)|
Ok−jPa
a(n) b( j) c(k)
[ 1 C
n \ 1
a(n)2 C
j ] ±n
| j−n|−(1+e) C
k ] ±n
Ok−jP−2a |v(k−j)|221/2
·1C
j
b( j)2 C
k
c(k)2 C
n \ 1
n+k ] 0
|k+n|−(1+e)21/2
[ Ce ||a||h0 ||b||h0 ||c||h0 ||v||h −a. (1.3)
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Next consider the subsets A (± , ±)n 5 {| j| [ |k|; |k| > 2n} of A (2)n . Again we
argue similarly for each of these subsets. Consider e.g. A (+,+)n . In the case
0 [ a < 1/2, choose w.l.o.g. e > 0 with 12 −a−
e
2 \ 0. Then
n1−a− eOkPa [ 2an (1− e)/2n (1−2a− e)/2 |k|a
[ 2a | j+n| (1− e)/2 |k+n| (1−2a− e)/2 |k+n|a
[ 2a | j+n|1/2 | j−n|−e/2 |k+n|1/2 |k−n|−e/2
and we get
R(n, k, j) [ 4 | j−n|−(1+e)/2 |k−n|−(1+e)/2
and thus obtain an estimate of the type (1.3).
In the case 12 [ a < 1, since n [ |k+n|,
n1−a− eOkPa [ 2 |k+n|1−a− e |k|a
so using that |k|a−1/2 [ |k+n|a−1/2 and |k|1/2 [ `3 |k−n|1/2, we get
n1−a− eOkPa [ 2`3 |k2−n2|1/2 |k+n|−e
[ 4 · 3 e |k2−n2|1/2 | j+n|−e/2 | j−n|−e/2
where we use that | j±n| [ 3 |k+n|. This yields
R(n, k, j) [ 24 | j+n|−(1+e)/2 | j−n|−(1+e)/2
and therefore we again obtain an estimate of the type (1.3). L
For later reference, let us denote, for given 0 [ a < 1 and R > 0, by
ng=ng(a, R) \ 1 a number with the property that, for any v ¥ h−a0 with
||v||h −a [ R,
sup
l ¥ Vertn(n)
||Sl ||L(h0) [ 12 -n \ ng. (1.4)
2. ASYMPTOTICS OF PERIODIC EIGENVALUES
In this section we establish asymptotic estimates for the eigenvalues ln.
They are obtained by separately considering the mean yn and the difference
cn of a pair l2n and l2n−1,
yn :=
l2n+l2n−1
2
; cn :=l2n−l2n−1.
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2.1. Asymptotic Estimates of yn
In this subsection we establish
Proposition 2.1. Let 0 [ a < 1 and e > 0. Then, uniformly for bounded
sets of potentials v in h−a0 ,
yn=n2p2+h1−2a− e(n).
The proof of Proposition 2.1 is a consequence of Lemma 2.2 and 2.3
below. Let R > 0 and v ¥ h−a0 with ||v||h −a [ R. For n \ ng=ng(a, R) with ng
chosen as in (1.4), define the Riesz projectors
Pn :=
1
2pi
F
Cn
(l−D−B)−1 dl
P0n :=
1
2pi
F
Cn
(l−D)−1 dl
where Cn is the positively oriented contour given by Cn={l ¥ C |
|l−n2p2|=n}. The corresponding Riesz spaces are the ranges of these
projectors
En :=Pn(h−a); E
0
n :=P
0
n (h
−a).
Both En and E
0
n are two dimensional subspaces of h
0, and Pn as well as
(D+B) Pn can be considered as operators in L(h0). Their traces can be
computed to be
Tr(Pn)=2; Tr((D+B) Pn)=2yn.
Similarly, we have
Tr(P0n )=2; Tr(DP
0
n )=2n
2p2
and thus obtain
2yn−2n2p2=Tr((D+B) Pn)−Tr(DP
0
n )=Tr(Qn),
where Qn is the operator
Qn :=(D+B−n2p2) Pn−(D−n2p2) P
0
n .
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Substituting the formulas for Pn and P
0
n one gets
Qn=
1
2pi
F
Cn
(l−n2p2)((l−D−B)−1−(l−D)−1) dl
=
1
2pi
F
Cn
(l−n2p2)(l−D−B)−1 B(l−D)−1 dl.
Write Qn=Q
0
n+Q
1
n with
Q0n :=
1
2pi
F
Cn
(l−n2p2)(l−D)−1 B(l−D)−1 dl,
which leads to the following expression for yn,
yn=n2p2+
1
2 Tr(Q
0
n)+
1
2 Tr(Q
1
n).
To compute Tr(Q0n)=;k ¥ Z Q0n(k, k), we need the following
Lemma 2.2. For any v ¥ h−a0 (with 0 [ a < 1), n \ 1, and k, a ¥ Z,
Q0n(k, a)=3v(±2n) if (k, a)=±(n, −n)
0 otherwise.
Proof. For k, a ¥ Z and n \ 1, we have
Q0n(k, a)=
1
2pi
F
Cn
(l−n2p2)(l−k2p2)−1 v(k− a)(l− a2p2)−1 dl
=v(k− a) 1
2pi
F
Cn
l−n2p2
(l−k2p2)(l− a2p2) dl
and the claimed statement follows from
1
2pi
F
Cn
l−n2p2
(l−k2p2)(l− a2p2) dl=
31 if k, a ¥ {±n}
0 otherwise.
L
Lemma 2.2 implies that
Tr(Q0n)=0.
Moreover, range(Q0n) ı E0n , so since range(Qn) ı span(En 2 E0n), we
conclude that range(Q1n) ı span(En 2 E0n) as well. Hence range(Q1n) is at
most of dimension four, and |Tr(Q1n)| [ 4 ||Q1n ||L(h0).
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Lemma 2.3. Let 0 [ a < 1, R > 0, and e > 0. Then there exists
C=C(a, e) > 0 so that, for any v ¥ h−a0 with ||v||h −a [ R,
||(||Q1n ||L(h0))n \ ng ||h1−2a− e [ C ||v||
2
h −a,
where ng=ng(a, R) is given by (1.4).
Proof. By (1.1), for any l ¥ Cn, (l−D−B)−1 is given by
D−1/2l (Il−Sl)
−1 D−1/2l . Hence
Q1n=
1
2pi
F
Cn
(l−n2p2)((l−D−B)−1−(l−D)−1) B(l−D)−1 dl
=
1
2pi
F
Cn
(l−n2p2) D−1/2l (Il−Sl)
−1 SlI
−1
l SlI
−1
l D
−1/2
l dl.
Using (1.2) one shows that, for l ¥ Vertn(r) (n \ 2, 0 < r < np2),
||D−1/2l ||L(h0) [ n−1/2+r−1/2. (2.1)
Together with Lemma 2.6 the claimed statement then follows. L
2.2. Asymptotic Estimates of cn
To state the asymptotics of cn, introduce, for v ¥ h−a0 , the sequence
w := 1
p
2
v
k f vk . Notice that for any n ¥ Z,
w(2n)=
1
p2
C
k ] ±n
v(n+k)
n+k
v(n−k)
n−k
.
As vk ¥ h
−a+1
0 , the convolution lemma says that w ¥ h t with t=1−a
(0 [ a < 12 ) and t <
3
2 −2a (
1
2 [ a < 1), chosen so that always t > −a.
Proposition 2.4. Let 0 [ a < 1 and e > 0. Then, uniformly on bounded
sets of potentials in h−a0 ,
(min
±
|cn±2`(v+w)(2n) · (v+w)(−2n)|)n \ 1 ¥ h1−2a− e.
Remark. An asymptotic estimate only involving v but not w is of the
form
(min
±
|cn±2`v(2n) v(−2n)|)n \ 1 ¥ 3h1/2−a if 0 [ a < 12 ;
h1−2a− e if 12 [ a < 1.
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To prove Proposition 2.4, consider, for n \ ng=ng(a, R) and v ¥ h−a0
with ||v||h −a [ R, the restriction An of D+B−yn to the Riesz space En,
An : En Q En. The eigenvalues of An are l ±n − yn=± cn2 , hence
det(An)=−1 cn2 22.
We need the following auxiliary result:
Lemma 2.5. Let 0 [ a < 1, R > 0, and e > 0. Then there exists C > 0 so
that, for any v ¥ h−a0 with ||v||h −a [ R,
(i) ||Pn ||L(h0) [ C -n \ ng
(ii) (||Pn−P
0
n ||L(h0))n \ ng ¥ h
1−a− e.
Proof. Recall that, for n \ ng, Pn= 12pi >Cn D−1/2l (Il−Sl)−1 D−1/2l dl and
Pn−P
0
n=
1
2pi
F
Cn
D−1/2l (Il−Sl)
−1 SlI
−1
l D
−1/2
l dl.
The claimed estimates then follow from (2.1) and Lemma 1.6. L
Choose, if necessary, ng larger so that
||Pn−P
0
n ||L(h0) [ 12 -n \ ng. (2.2)
One verifies easily that Qn :=(Pn−P
0
n )
2 commutes with Pn and P
0
n . Hence
Qn leaves both Riesz spaces En and E
0
n invariant. The operator Qn is used
to define, for n \ ng, the restriction of the transformation operator
(Id−Qn)−1/2 (PnP
0
n+(Id−Pn)(Id−P
0
n )) to E
0
n (cf. [K]),
Un :=(Id−Qn)−1/2 PnP
0
n : E
0
n Q En,
where (Id−Qn)−1/2 is given by the binomial formula
(Id−Qn)−1/2=C
a \ 0
1 −1/2
a
2 (−Qn)a. (2.3)
One verifies that Un is invertible with the inverse given by
U−1n =P
0
n Pn(Id−Qn)
−1/2. (2.4)
As a consequence,
det(U−1n AnUn)=−1 cn2 22.
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To estimate det(U−1n AnUn), write
U−1n AnUn=P
0
nPnAnPnP
0
n+R
(1)
n +R
(2)
n ,
where
R (1)n :=(U
−1
n −P
0
nPn) AnPnP
0
n ; R
(2)
n :=U
−1
n An(Un−PnP
0
n ).
The term P0nPnAnPnP
0
n=P
0
nPn(D+B−yn) P
0
n is split up further,
P0nPn(D+B−yn) P
0
n=P
0
n (D+B−yn) P
0
n+P
0
n (Pn−P
0
n )(D+B− yn) P
0
n
=P0nBP
0
n+T
(1)
n +P
0
n (Pn−P
0
n ) BP
0
n+R
(3)
n
where T (1)n is a diagonal operator (use DP
0
n=n
2p2P0n )
T (1)n :=P
0
n (n
2p2−yn) P
0
n
and
R (3)n :=P
0
n (Pn−P
0
n )(n
2p2− yn) P
0
n .
As a 2×2 matrix, Bn :=P
0
nBP
0
n is given by
1 Bn(n, n) Bn(n, −n)
Bn(−n, n) Bn(−n, −n)
2=1 0 v(2n)
v(−2n) 0
2.
To obtain a satisfactory estimate for det(U−1n AnUn), we have to substitute
an expansion of (Pn−P
0
n ) into P
0
n (Pn−P
0
n ) BP
0
n and split the main term
into a diagonal part T (2)n and an off-diagonal part. Let us explain this in
more detail. Write
Pn−P
0
n=
1
2pi
F
Cn
(l−D)−1 B(l−D)−1 dl
+
1
2pi
F
Cn
(l−D)−1 B(l−D)−1 B(l−D−B)−1 dl
which leads to
P0n (Pn−P
0
n ) BP
0
n=Sn+R
(4)
n ,
where
R (4)n :=
1
2pi
F
Cn
P0nD
−1/2
l I
−1
l SlI
−1
l Sl(Il−Sl)
−1 SlD
1/2
l P
0
n dl
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and
Sn :=
1
2pi
F
Cn
P0n (l−D)
−1 B(l−D)−1 BP0n dl. (2.5)
As a 2×2 matrix, Sn=(
Sn(n, n)
Sn(−n, n)
Sn(n, −n)
Sn(−n, −n)) is of the form
Sn=T
(2)
n +1 0 w(2n)
w(−2n) 0
2 ,
where T (2)n is the diagonal part of Sn and w denotes the convolution
product w= 1
p2
v
k f vk .
Combining the computations above, one obtains the following identity
U−1n AnUn=1 0 (v+w)(2n)
(v+w)(−2n) 0
2+Tn+Rn, (2.6)
where Tn is the diagonal matrix Tn=T
(1)
n +T
(2)
n and Rn is the sum
Rn=;4j=1 R ( j)n . The identity (2.6) leads to the following expression for the
determinant
−1 cn
2
22=det(U−1n AnUn)
=−(v+w)(2n) · (v+w)(−2n)−rn,
where the error rn is given by
rn=−(Tn(n, n)+Rn(n, n)) · (Tn(−n, −n)+Rn(−n, −n))
+(v+w)(2n) ·Rn(−n, n)+(v+w)(−2n) ·Rn(n, −n)
+Rn(−n, n) ·Rn(n, −n).
Hence
min
±
: cn
2
± `(v+w)(2n) · (v+w)(−2n) : [ |rn |1/2.
To estimate rn, use that an entry of a matrix is bounded by its norm.
Hence, for some universal constant C > 0 and any n \ ng,
|rn | [ C 1 ||Tn ||2+||Rn ||2+ C
±
|(v+w)(±2n)| ||Rn ||2 , (2.7)
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where, for ease of notation, || · || denotes the operator norm on L(h0). The
terms on the right side of the inequality above are estimated separately. By
Proposition 2.1,
||T (1)n ||=|n
2p2−yn |=h1−2a− e(n).
As T (2)n =diag(Sn(n, n),Sn(−n, −n)) we have ||T
(2)
n || [ ||Sn || and, by the
definition (2.5) of Sn,
||Sn ||=> 12pi FCn P0nD−1/2l I−1l SlI−1l SlD1/2l P0n dl >
[ n · sup
l ¥ Cn
(||D−1/2l || ||Sl ||
2 ||D1/2l P
0
n ||).
By Lemma 1.6 and (2.1) we then conclude
||T (2)n ||=h
1−2a− e(n).
By the definition of R (1)n ,
||R (1)n || [ ||U−1n −P0nPn || ||(D+B−yn) Pn || ||P0n ||.
We have ||P0n ||=1 and
||(D+B− yn) Pn ||=> 12pi FCn (l−yn)(l−D−B)−1 dl > [ Cna,
where for the last inequality we use Proposition 1.5 to deform the contour
Cn to a circleC
−
n of radiusCn
a around n2p2 and the estimate ||(l−D−B)−1||=
||D−1/2l (Il−Sl)
−1 D−1/2l || [ Cn−a (-l ¥ C −n). By the formula (2.4) for U−1n ,
we have, in view of the binominal formula (2.3) and the definition
Qn=(Pn−P
0
n )
2,
||U−1n −P
0
nPn || [ ||P0n || ||Pn || C
a \ 1
: 1 −1/2
a
2 : ||Pn−P0n ||2a
[ C ||Pn−P0n ||2,
where for the last inequality we use Lemma 2.5 (i) and the estimate
||Pn−P
0
n || [ 12 (n \ ng). Hence, by Lemma 2.5 (ii),
||R (1)n || [ Cna ||Pn−P0n ||2
=na(h1−a− e(n))2.
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Similarly one shows
||R (2)n ||=n
a(h1−a− e(n))2.
In view of the definition R (3)n ,
||R (3)n || [ C ||Pn−P0n || |n2p2−yn |=na(h1−a− e(n))2,
where we use Lemma 2.5 to estimate ||Pn−P
0
n || and Proposition 2.1 to
bound |n2p2−yn |. Finally, by the definition of R
(4)
n and Lemma 1.6,
||R(4)n || [ Cn ||Sl ||3 [ n(h1−a− e/2(n))3
[ na(h1−a− e(n))2.
Combining the obtained estimates one gets
||Rn ||=na(h1−a− e(n))2 (2.8)
||Tn ||=h1−2a− e(n). (2.9)
As a consequence
|(v+w)(±2n)| ||Rn ||=(h1−2a− e(n))2 (2.10)
and, in view of (2.7),
|rn |1/2=h1−2a− e(n).
This proves Proposition 2.4. L
2.3. Spectral Theory for 1-Periodic Potentials
In this subsection we consider potentials V ¥H−aper —H−aper[−1, 1] which
are of period 1, i.e. Vˆ(2k+1)=0 for any k ¥ Z. As in the case of more
regular potentials, there exists n [ n0 so that the eigenvalues l2n−1, l2n
for n \ n0 even are eigenvalues of −d2/dx2+V when considered on the
interval [0, 1] with periodic boundary conditions, i.e. with domain
{f ¥H2−aper | f(x+1)=f(x) -x}. For n \ n odd, they are eigenvalues of
−d2/dx2+V when considered on the interval [0, 1] with antiperiodic
boundary conditions, i.e. with domain {f ¥H2−aper | f(x+1)=−f(x) -x}.
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These assertions follow from the fact that, for V of period 1, the opera-
tor D+B (with B=v f · and v(k) :=Vˆ(k)) leaves the following two sub-
spaces invariant
h−a+ :={(a(k))k ¥ Z | a(2k+1)=0 -k ¥ Z}
h−a− :={(a(k))k ¥ Z | a(2k)=0 -k ¥ Z}.
Hence spec(D+B)=spec+(D+B) 2 spec−(D+B), where spec ±(D+B)
denotes the spectrum of D+B when restricted to h−a± . The claimed state-
ment follows arguing as in the proof of Proposition 1.5, using that
spec+(D)={(2n)2 p2 | n \ 0}
spec−(D)={(2n+1)2 p2 | n \ 0}.
Proposition 2.4 can be used to characterize the regularity of a real valued
potential of period 1 by the decay properties of (cn)n \ 1, as claimed in
Corollary 0.2. First let us make the following small observation: Let V be a
one-periodic potential in H−bper for some 0 [ b < 1. Then V ¥H−aper for any
b [ a [ 1, and the operator −d2/dx2+V can be viewed as an unbounded
operator La on H
−a
per with domain H
2−a
per . Note that the periodic spectrum of
La coincides with the one of Lb for any b [ a [ 1. Clearly, this is true for
V=0. To see that it holds for an arbitrary potential, note that
spec(Lb) ı spec(La) as the domain of La is H2−aper and, for any b [ a [ 1,
H2−bper ıH2−aper . Conversely, it is to be proven that any eigenfunction
g ¥H2−aper of La is in fact an element in H2−bper . For an eigenfunction g of La
one has Vg ¥H−bper by Lemma A.1, hence
−g'=−Vg+lg ¥H−bper .
Clearly, (− d
2
dx2
+1)−1 ¥L(H−bper , H2−bper ) and thus
g=1 − d2
dx2
+12 −1 (−g'+g) ¥H2−bper
as claimed.
For convenience let us state Corollary 0.2 once more.
Corollary 2.6. Let 0 [ b < a < 1. Assume that the 1-periodic potential
V ¥H−aper is real valued (i.e. Vˆ(−k)=Vˆ(k) -k ¥ Z). Then V ¥H−bper iff
(cn)n \ 1 ¥ h−b.
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Proof. By Proposition 2.4 it follows from V ¥H−bper that (cn)n \ 1 ¥ h−b.
Conversely, assume that V ¥H−aper and (cn)n \ 1 ¥ h−b. In view of Proposi-
tion 2.4, there exists dg — d(a) > 0, decreasing in 0 [ a < 1, such that
(min
±
|cn±2`Vˆ(2n) Vˆ(−2n)|)n \ 1 ¥ h−a+dg. (2.11)
Using that Vˆ(−k)=Vˆ(k) and cn \ 0, (2.11) becomes
(cn−2 |Vˆ(2n)|)n \ 1 ¥ h−a+dg. (2.12)
As (cn)n \ 1 ¥ h−b, Vˆ(−k)=Vˆ(k) -k ¥ Z, and Vˆ(2n+1)=0 -n ¥ Z, one
concludes from (2.12) that
(Vˆ(k))k ¥ Z ¥ h−a+d1
where d1 :=min(dg, a−b). If (a−b) > dg, we can repeat the above argu-
ment. Taking into account that d(a) is monotone decreasing, one gets
(Vˆ(k))k ¥ Z ¥ h−a+dg+d2,
where d2 :=min(dg, a−b−dg). After finitely many steps, we get
(Vˆ(k))k ¥ Z ¥ h−b, hence V ¥H−bper . L
3. DIRICHLET SPECTRUM OF L
3.1. Set-up of the Dirichlet Problem
In order to formulate the Dirichlet problem for L=−d2/dx2+V with V
in H−aper[0, 1](0 [ a [ 1), some preparations are required.
For s ¥ R, denote by H s[0, 1] the Sobolev spaces on the interval [0, 1]
(cf. [LM] with W=(0, 1)) and define
H sDir :=˛H s[0, 1] (0 [ s < 1/2)H1/2g [0, 1] (s= 12 )
{f ¥H s[0, 1] | f(0)=f(1)=0} (s > 1/2),
(3.1)
where H1/2g [0, 1] (denoted by H
1/2
00 in [LM]) is the Hilbert space
H1/2g [0, 1] :={f ¥H1/2[0, 1] | ||f||H1/2g <.}
||f||H1/2g :=(||f||
2
H1/2+||r
−1/2f||2L2)
1/2
with the weight-function r given by r(x) :=sin(px).
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Define H−sDir as the dual of H
s
Dir ,
H−sDir :=(H
s
Dir)Œ.
Recall from [LM] that H s[0, 1] are interpolation spaces (s \ 0). For
0 [ s [ 1, one verifies that
[H2Dir, H
1
Dir]s=H
2−s
Dir
and, by [LM],
[H1Dir , H
0
Dir]1−s=H
s
Dir ; [H
0
Dir , H
−1
Dir]s=H
−s
Dir . (3.2)
Given 0 [ a [ 1 and V ¥H−aper —H−aper[0, 1], we would like to define LDir
as the operator −d2/dx2+V on H−aDir with domain H
2−a
Dir . The second
derivative operator −d2/dx2 (cf. [LM]) is a bounded map from H2−aDir
into H−aDir for 0 [ a [ 1.
To define the multiplication operator, some more preparation is needed.
First we want to identify Haper with a subset of H
a[0, 1]. Let R : H0per Q
L2[0, 1] be the restriction operator, associating to a function g : RQ C in
H0per the restriction R(g) to the interval [0, 1]. Further introduce, for
1
2 < a [ 1, the Hilbert spaces H
a
pc[0, 1] with periodic conditions,
Hapc[0, 1] :={g ¥Ha[0, 1] | g(0)=g(1)}
and, for a=12 , the Hilbert space
H1/2gg [0, 1] :={f ¥H1/2 | ||f||H1/2gg <.}
||f||H1/2gg :=(||f||
2
H1/2+||r
−1/2fodd ||
2
L2)
1/2,
where fodd is the odd part of f, fodd(x) :=
1
2 (f(x)−f(1−x)).
Using interpolation (3.2) one proves in a straightforward way the
following
Lemma 3.1. For 0 [ a [ 1, R is an isomorphism of Haper onto Ha[0, 1]
for 0 [ a < 12 , H
1/2
gg [0, 1] for a=1/2, and H
a
pc[0, 1] for
1
2 < a [ 1.
As a consequence of Lemma 3.1 we have, in view of (3.1),
R−1(HaDir) ıHaper for any 0 [ a [ 1. We now define the product V·g for
V ¥H−aper and g ¥H1Dir as the element in H−aDir given by
OV·g, hP :=OV, R−1(g¯h)P -h ¥HaDir ,
where on the left side, the pairing is the sesquilinear pairing between
H−aDir and H
a
Dir extending the L
2-inner product, and on the right side, it is
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the sesquilinear pairing between H−aper and H
a
per extending the H
0
per-inner
product. Since the map
HaDir×H
1
Dir QHaDir , (h, g)W hg¯
is continuous for a=0 and a=1, it is continuous for any 0 [ a [ 1 by
interpolation and, as a consequence, the multiplication with V is a con-
tinuous map. More precisely, for any 0 [ a [ 1, the map
H−aper×H
1
Dir QH−aDir , (V, g)Q V·g
is continuous. Together with the above discussion on the operator
−d2/dx2 , it follows that −d2/dx2+V is a (closed) operator on H−aDir with
domain H2−aDir . We denote this operator by LDir.
3.2. Dirichlet Problem on Sequence Spaces
As for the periodic problem, it is convenient to formulate the Dirichlet
problem for −d2/dx2+V in appropriate sequence spaces. Let us begin
with an outline. Recall that, for V=0, the Dirichlet spectrum of −d2/dx2
on [0, 1] consists of simple eigenvalues k2p2 (k \ 1). Corresponding
L2-normalized eigenfunctions are given by `2 sin(kpx) (k \ 1). Repre-
senting an element in H−aDir as a sine series, one obtains an isomorphism of
H−aDir onto a subspace h
−a
Dir of h
−a, and the operator −d2/dx2 becomes the
diagonal operator DDir
DDir(k, j)=k2p2 dkj.
To express multiplication by V as an operator on h−aDir , we represent V as a
cosine series ;k ¥ Z v(k) cos(kpx). From the trigonometric identity
2sin( jpx) cos(apx)=sin(( j− a) px)+sin(( j+a) px)
one then concludes that multiplication by V corresponds in the sequence
space h−aDir to convolution with v=(v(k))k ¥ Z.
To be more precise, introduce the following subspaces of h s —
h s(Z) (s ¥ R)
h sodd :={a ¥ h s | a(−k)=−a(k) -k ¥ Z}
h seven :={a ¥ h s | a(−k)=a(k) -k ¥ Z}.
Using that h s are interpolation spaces, it is straightforward to show that,
for 0 [ s [ 1, (up to equivalent norms)
[h2odd, h
0
odd]1−s=h
2s
odd
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and
[h0odd , h
−1
odd]s=h
−s
odd .
Similar identities hold if one replaces hgodd by h
g
even .
Define Sp: H
0
Dir Q h0odd ,
Sp(f) :=(Of, sin(kpx)P)k ¥ Z.
One verifies that Sp is an isomorphism and restricts to an isomorphism
from HmDir to h
m
odd for m=1, 2. By interpolation, for any 0 [ s [ 2, the
restriction of Sp to H
s
Dir is an isomorphism onto h
s
odd and one checks that,
by duality, the map Sp extends to an isomorphism of H
−s
Dir onto
h−sodd (0 [ s [ 1). Hence we have the following
Lemma 3.2. For any −1 [ s [ 2,
Sp: H
s
Dir Q h sodd , fW (Of, sin(kpx)P)k ¥ Z
is an isomorphism. Its inverse is given by S−1p (a)=;k ¥ Z a(k) sin(kpx).
To identify an element in H−aper by an element in an appropriate sequence
space is more delicate. Define Cp: H0[0, 1]Q h0even by
Cp(f) :=(Of, cos(kpx)P)k ¥ Z.
Note that Cp is an isomorphism from Hm[0, 1] onto h
m
even for m=0, 1 and
thus, by interpolation, an isomorphism from Ha[0, 1] onto haeven for any
0 [ a [ 1. Its inverse is given by C−1p (a)=;k ¥ Z a(k) cos(kpx).
By Lemma 3.1, the restriction map R identifies Haper with H
a[0, 1]
(0 [ a < 1/2), H1/2gg [0, 1] (a=12), and H
a
pc[0, 1] (
1
2 < a [ 1). The images of
these subspaces by Cp are denoted by h
a
per , i.e.
haper :=h
a
even (0 [ a < 1/2)
h1/2per :=Cp(H
1/2
gg [0,1]) (a=1/2)
haper :=3a ¥ haeven : C
k ¥ Z
a(2k+1)=04 (1/2 < a [ 1).
For any 0 [ a [ 1, the map Cp p R is an isomorphism from Haper onto
haper . Notice that the Hilbert space h
1/2
per is a subspace of h
1/2
even but with strictly
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stronger norm. However, for any element a ¥ h1/2per with a(2k+1)=0
-k ¥ Z, one has, in view of the definition of the norm on H1/2gg ,
||a||h1/2per =||a||h1/2 (3.3)
as such an a ¥ h1/2per corresponds to an even function f=(Cp)−1 (a) in H1/2gg .
Denote by h−aper the dual of h
a
per (0 [ a [ 1). We note that, for 0 [ a [ 1,
the isomorphism Cp p R : Haper Q haper is given by fW (Of, cos(kpx)P)k ¥ Z
(where O · , ·P is now the pairing between Haper and H
−a
per extending the
L2-inner product), and its inverse is given by
(Cp p R)−1 (a)=C
k
a(k) cos(kpx).
One verifies that, for 0 [ a [ 1, Cp p R extends by duality to an iso-
morphism Cper : H
−a
per Q h−aper (given by the dual map of (Cp p R)−1). To
express Cper for a ] 12 in a simple form, identify h
−a
per canonically as follows
h−aper 5 h−aeven (0 [ a < 1/2)
h−aper 5 h−apc :={a ¥ h−aeven | a(1)=0} (1/2 < a [ 1),
where we use that, for 12 < a [ 1, h
−a
per is isomorphic to the quotient space
h−aeven/Cd which can be canonically identified with the subspace h
−a
pc of h
−a
even .
Here, the element d=(d(k))k ¥ Z ¥ h−aeven is given by
d(2k+1) :=1; d(2k) :=0 (k ¥ Z).
With these identifications and with O · , ·P denoting the pairing of H−aper and
Haper extending the L
2-inner product, Cper is given as follows
Lemma 3.3. (i) For 0 [ a < 12 , Cper(f)=(Of, cos(kpx)P)k ¥ Z.
(ii) For 12 < a [ 1,
Cper(f)(k)=Of, cos(kpx)P (k even);
Cper(f)(k)=Of, cos(kpx)− cos(px)P (k odd).
Remark. For a=12 , note that h
−1/2
even is a dense subspace of h
−1/2
per but with
a strictly stronger norm.
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We need to identify the operator BDir corresponding to multiplication by
V ¥H−aper, defined by the following commutative diagram
H1Dir ||0V· H−aDir
‡Sp ‡Sp
h1odd ||0BDir h−aodd
Recall that the continuous map
H−aper×H
1
Dir QH−aDir , (V, g)W V·g
is defined by (h ¥HaDir)
OV·g, hP :=OV, R−1(g¯h)P.
Given V ¥H−aper, we want to show that BDir: h1odd Q h−aodd is convolution with
v=Cper(V). Clearly, it suffices to consider the case a=1. Note that by the
convolution lemma (Appendix) the map
h−1even×h
1
odd Q h−1odd , (v, a)W v f a
is continuous. Recalling that we have canonically identified h−1per 5 h−1even/Cd
with the subspace h−1pc of h
−1
even , we see that
h−1per×h
1
odd Q h−1odd , (v, a)W v f a
is well defined and continuous, since, for a ¥ h1odd , d f a=0. Hence to verify
that BDir(a)=v f a, it is enough to consider elements a ¥ h1odd and
v=Cper(V) ¥ h−1pc given by finite sequences. Let g(x) :=;k a(k) sin(kpx)
and V(x)=;k v(k) cos(kpx). Using the trigonometric identity
2 cos(kpx) sin(apx)=sin((a+k) px)+sin((a−k) px)
we obtain, for h ¥H1Dir ,
OV, R−1(g¯h)P= C
k, a
v(k) a(a)Ocos(kpx) sin(apx), hP
=C
j
C
a
v( j− a) a(a)Osin( jpx), hP,
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where for the last identity we use that v is even, i.e. v(k)=v(−k) -k. Hence
BDir(a)=Sp 1 C
j
(v f a)( j) sin( jpx)2=v f a.
We summarize our findings of this subsection in the following
Proposition 3.4. For V ¥H−aper with 0 [ a [ 1, the operator −d2/dx2+V
with Dirichlet boundary conditions corresponds to the operator DDir+BDir on
h−aodd with domain h
2−a
odd where, for a ¥ h2−aodd ,
DDir(a)(k)=k2p2a(k) (k ¥ Z); BDir(a)=v f a
with v given by v :=Cper(V) ¥ h−aper.
3.3. Dirichlet Spectrum
In view of Section 3.2 we can now apply our results from Section 1 and
Section 2 to the Dirichlet problem.
Proposition 3.5. Let 0 [ a < 1 and R > 0. Then there exist M \ 1 and
n0 ¥N so that, for any v ¥ h−aper with ||v||h −aper [ R and v(0)=0, the spectrum
spec(DDir+BDir) of DDir+BDir consists of precisely n0−1 eigenvalues inside
the bounded cone
{l ¥ C | |Im l|−M [ Re l [ (n20−n0) p2}
and a sequence of eigenvalues mn (n \ n0) with mn inside a disc around n2p2,
|mn−n2p2| < CRna,
where C > 0 is a constant depending only on a.
Proof. Let v ¥ h−aper with ||v||h −aper [ R. In the case a ]
1
2 , DDir+BDir=
(D+B)odd, where (D+B)odd denotes the restriction (D+B)|h2−aodd . It follows
that the resolvent set of D+B is contained in the resolvent set of
(D+B)odd. Arguing similarly as in the proof of Proposition 1.5, one sees
that the operator (D+B)odd has the same number of eigenvalues inside the
contours defined in the statement of Proposition 3.5 as Dodd, the restriction
of D to h2−aodd . As the Dirichlet spectrum spec(Dodd) of Dodd is given by
(kp)2 (k \ 1), the claimed statement follows if a ] 12 .
In the case a=12 , BDir is the convolution with an element v ¥ h
−1/2
per . As
h1/2per is a subspace of h
1/2
even with a stronger norm, h
−1/2
even is a subspace of h
−1/2
per
with stronger norm, and v might not be in h−1/2even . However, h
−1/2
per injects into
h−sper for any
1
2 < s [ 1. Choose s=
1
2+
1
8 and denote by u the element in
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h−spc which corresponds to v. The coefficients u(k) satisfy u(2k)=v(2k) and
u(2k+1)=v(2k+1)−v(1) -k ¥ Z. Hence using (3.3),
|u(−2n)|+|u(2n)| [ Cn1/2 ||v||h −1/2per
and
||u||h −s [ C ||v||h −1/2per
for some C > 0. Since for a ¥ h1odd , d f a=0, the operator BDir is given by
convolution with u. Apply Lemma 1.2 with s instead of a=12 , with u
instead of v, and with rn=(C+1) Rn1/2 to obtain
||Sl ||L(h0) [
Cn1/2 ||v||h −1/2per
(C+1) Rn1/2
+C 1 1
`R n3/4−s
+
log n
n1−s
2 ||v||h −1/2per
[
C
C+1
+C(`R+R) n−1/8.
Together with Lemma 1.1, this leads to the claimed statement for a=12
(with appropriate choice of M and n0). L
Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 2.1 for the asymptotic estimates
of yn, we obtain
Proposition 3.6. Let 0 [ a < 1 and e > 0. Then, uniformly for bounded
sets of potentials v in h−aper with v(0)=0,
mn=n2p2−v(2n)+h1−2a− e(n).
Remark. Recall that, for V ¥H−aper with 0 [ a [ 1, v=Cper(V) is in h−aper.
In particular, for any n ¥ Z,
v(2n)=v(−2n)=OV, cos(2npx)P=
Vˆ(−2n)+Vˆ(2n)
2
.
APPENDIX: CONVOLUTION LEMMA
Given two sequences a=(a(k))k ¥ Z and b=(b(k))k ¥ Z, the convolution
product a f b is formally defined as the sequence given by
(a f b)(k) := C
j ¥ Z
a(k−j) b( j).
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Lemma A.1. Let n ¥ Z, s, r \ 0, and t ¥ R with t [ min(r, s). If
s+r−t > 1/2, then the convolution map is continuous (uniformly in n) when
viewed as a map h r, n×h s, −n Q h t as well as h−t×h s, n Q h−r, n.
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